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2021 DR DAVID DUFTY AWARD

Announcing the 2021
Dr. David Dufty Award
for
Excellence in Teaching and Learning in Society and Culture

Dr David Dufty AM (1926 - 2019)
David Dufty was a driving force in bringing Society and Culture into the NSW curriculum. He was the
founding Chair of the Society and Culture Syllabus Committee, a teacher of teachers of Society and Culture
and a Life Member of the Society and Culture Association. David is remembered for his vision and the
creativity and inspiration he brought to the development of Society and Culture as a significant curriculum
innovation in our schools. Those who worked and studied with him remember Dufty as pragmatic,
innovative, revolutionary, reflective and always original and ethical. These qualities have been an
inspiration to so many Society and Culture teachers and are qualities now embedded in the Dr David Dufty
Award for Excellence in Teaching and Learning Society and Culture.
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DR DAVID DUFTY AWARD FOR
EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING AND
LEARNING IN SOCIETY AND CULTURE
Award Recipient – Christina Kalinic,
Stella Maris College, Manly
The following article showcases a series of extracts from Christina Kalinic’s award winning submission for
the 2021 Dr David Dufty Award

LINK TO THE SYLLABUS AND COURSE CONCEPTS
UNIT OF STUDY: HSC CORE – Social and Cultural Continuity and Change
OUTCOMES:
H1 – evaluates and effectively applies social
and cultural concepts
H2 – explains the development of personal,
social and cultural identity

INTEGRATED CONCEPTS:
Related core study concepts:
– Continuity
CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT:
– Use examples drawn from contemporary
society

Personal Reflection:
Each year, our bright-eyed HSC students with new binders and stationary in toe, eagerly record
the definitions to the related core study concepts. Many go on to cross-off the concepts on their
syllabus and record these into their study notes without another look back until HSC Trials.
However, are our students really understanding these related course concepts?
I set myself the task of challenging my students understanding of one specific related core study
concept – continuity. I wanted my students to have an “inside-out’’ understanding of continuity.
In other words, I wanted them to be able to be critical thinkers and demonstrate examples of
continuity across contemporary society. To achieve this, I did a quick class poll using Microsoft
Forms to determine the interests of my 2021-2022 HSC class. This was an excellent tool to gauge
students throughout online learning. From this, it quickly became obvious that my students
were captivated by gender-related issues across our society and culture. From this, I sought out
the work of Sylvia Walby who examines the concept “patriarchy’’. Walby (1990) is an appropriate
choice when examining continuity because she argues that there are six patriarchal structures
that restrict women and maintain male domination.
These six patriarchal structures include: paid work; the family household; the state; male
violence; cultural institutions; attitudes to sexuality.
OTHER LINKS TO THE SYLLABUS:
••
••

Evolutionary change
The influence that continuity and change have
on the development of society at the micro,
meso and macro level

Note:
I found that this resource helped me to
introduce my students to the above syllabus dot
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points. This gave my students a good context as
we delved into these syllabus dot points later on
in the unit.
Furthermore, I found that this resource sparked
potential Personal Interest Project (PIP) topics
for my students too!
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Self-Evaluation – How effectively does this teaching ond
learning resource meet the needs of students?
I have taught HSC Society and Culture for nearly a decade. In this time,I have often feared that
my students only memorised the definitions of related core study concepts and did not entirely
understand them. I wanted to quash this fear! To do this,I set myself a goal –
How will 12.1 S&C demonstrate their understanding of related core study concepts?
With my goal set, all I had to do was meet it. But how was I going to do this? We were in the midst of
an extended period of remote learning. I knew immediately that my teaching practice needed to alter
when addressing this section of the syllabus. I said goodbye to a PowerPoint presentation I had used in
the last few years and started preparing my teaching and learning sequence from scratch. Yes,students
needed a definition of each related core study concept,but they also needed to apply this concept
to contemporary issues in society. This in turn, would help me evaluate a student’s understanding of
related core study concepts.
Student engagement is vital. I always try to include my students in the decision-making process.
Afterall, why are my individual interests any more important than a student’s? I put together a quick
class poll via Microsoft Forms that identified several potential topics. It was clear that my class were
eager to delve into a gender-related issue – 94% of my class voted for this issue. From here, I sought out
the work of Sylvia Walby who examines the concept of “patriarchy”. Walby (1990) is an appropriate
choice when examining the related core concept continuity; she argues that there are six patriarchal
structures that restrict women and maintain male dominance. With my focus decided, I now had to
develop a teaching and learning resource that could be both engaging and easily used by students in a
remote setting.
I have a large Society and Culture class and within this,I have students of varying abilities. To
accommodate varying student abilities, I included clear and concise notes in my teaching and learning
resource. I began this resource with a definition of “patriarchy”. By using the Highlight and Comment
functions on Microsoft Word, we could identify and unpack key words – i.e. “social structures”, “oppress”,
etc. This would give all students an equal entry point to the concept that we examine in greater depth
in the teaching and learning sequence. I also provided my students with an outline for each patriarchal
structure. This again, would give each of my students an equal entry point into each patriarchal
structure. Furthermore,I deliberately constricted myself to 1 x A4 page per patriarchal structure.
Setting myself limits in lesson preparation, also helps illustrate to students the depth of understanding
that they will need to work towards. In addition to this, I had to consider how to meet the needs of my
inclusive learning students. To assist these students, I demonstrated the use of invaluable Microsoft
Word tools such as Dictate and Read Aloud. This gave my inclusive learning students the confidence to
engage in all of the activities throughout this teaching and learning resource.
With any large class,students have preferred learning styles. I worked incredibly hard to accommodate
for this in an online learning environment. Spatial learners benefitted from graphic organisers such
as Y-charts, Venn diagrams and concept maps. Auditory-musical learners benefitted from watching
excerpts of video stimuli and music clips. Whereas, kinaesthetic learners benefitted from creating
videos and advertisements and interpersonal learners benefited from collaborative situations achieved
through breakout rooms via Microsoft Teams. If I were to use this teaching and learning resource
with my next HSC Society and Culture class, I could give students the opportunity to select from a
series of activities. This could better accommodate preferred learning styles. Furthermore, I found it
necessary to provide teacher-directed instructions in multiple formats. Some students respond well
to written instructions, whereas, other benefitted from instructions with diagram explanations. I also
made several video tutorials that students could refer to when using various online learning resources.
Presenting teacher-directed instructions across different mediums, prevented student confusion.
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To measure the effectiveness of this particular teaching and learning resource, I concluded by asking
students to write a written response. This written response required students to demonstrate continuity
through Walby’s (1990) six patriarchal structures. Each student submitted a written response that
sought out to address each of the patriarchal structures. While marking each written response, it was
evident that students had grappled with the teaching and learning resource critically. Some students
even went on to conduct further investigations in their own time. I was truly blown away by the level
of critical thinking in these written responses.
In summary, I believe that I have quashed my fear – my class now truly understand continuity and have
successfully demonstrated it through Walby’s (1990) six patriarchal structures. Perhaps if I wasn’t faced
with starting the HSC Society and Culture course in remote learning, I would never have achieved this.
This experience has inspired me to engage with the syllabus in new ways.
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Standard Descriptors – justification
STANDARD ONE: Know students and how they learn
DESCRIPTOR

JUSTIFICATION

1.5.2

I have a large Society and Culture class with students across a full range of abilities.
In online situations, it can become even more challenging to meet the specific
learning needs of inclusive learning students. I have several students in my class
that require extra assistance reading and writing. To assist these students with
their reading, I used the Read Aloud function on Microsoft Word. This allowed
students who have difficultly reading, to have text read out-loud to them. When
text is read out to the students, each individual word is individually highlighted.
This also assists students in identifying the words read out to them. This was
particularly useful when students were introduced to new words and/or phrases
in this teaching and learning resource- e.g. mode of production. [Students added
these new words and/or phrases to their bank of Society and Culture flashcards

1.6.2

Online teaching activities can accommodate students with a disability. The Read
Aloud and Dictate functions on Microsoft Word enable students to actively
participate in lessons. To support students, I organised a Microsoft Teams call
with each identified inclusive learning student in my class. In this conversation, I
explained how to use the Read Aloud and Dictate functions (I shared my computer
screen via Microsoft Teams to do this). While I explained each of these functions,
students followed along on their own online learning device. Furthermore, I
also got each student to test the reading speed on the Read Aloud function. If
the student felt the Read Aloud function read too quickly, I assisted students in
changing the speed to better suit them. These tools improved student confidence
and saw students consistently engaged in online lessons.

STANDARD TWO: Know the content and how to teach it
DESCRIPTOR
2.1.2

JUSTIFICATION
Where possible I always try to incorporate primary research into engaging
teaching and learning activities. I find it particularly useful incorporating content
analysis activities early on in the HSC course; students often choose to conduct
this research method as a part of their Personal Interest Project. In this particular
teaching and learning resource, my students conducted content analysis on two
separate occasions. The first was to quantify the features of the American Girl dolls
that each student created. Whereas, the second occasion, was when watching two
film excerpts surrounding attitudes to sexuality. In the latter, students consulted
the scholarly work of McDade-Montez (2011) prior to conducting their own
content analysis. This gave students the opportunity to see a comprehensive
example of a coding table surrounding sexuality. From here, I broke my class up
into small groups using breakout rooms in Microsoft Teams. Each of these small
groups was then required to develop a coding table for their coding category- i.e.
clothing, body exposure, etc. This was then collated on a shared document and
used by the class.
Furthermore, I try to apply knowledge of the content from other HSC Society
and Culture units where possible. In this instance, I made reference to several
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related course concepts from the Popular Culture depth study – commercialisation,
consumption, commodification, commodity. This application of knowledge was
relevant when students were required to gather and examine advertisements that
sexualise women across different industries- i.e. fashion, make-up, perfume, etc.
Integrating related course concepts across the units helps students create a more
meaningful understanding of the content.
2.5.2

It is necessary to support students achievement in literacy throughout the Society
and Culture course. At the conclusion of this teaching and learning resource I
assigned a short answer question for students to respond to. However, I provided
students with literacy-based resources to support them in this process. At the
beginning of the course, students were provided with a “Language Guide”
booklet that I have personally developed. Students regularly engage with this
booklet throughout the Preliminary and HSC Society and Culture courses. I
included extracts of this booklet (see page 20). Using this resource, students
can begin to plan and respond to any written response question. When I assign
students a written response, they must begin by re-writing the meaning of the
instructional verb. This helps students to interpret and distinguish between the
various instructional verbs. Students are then better equipped at answering the
question because they know the difference between outline vs. explain, etc. In
addition, I provide students with word banks for each instructional verb. Students
are able to refer to these word banks when writing their response. In this instance,
students consulted modality word banks (usuality, supposition ,intensity, degree)
to help them write their written response. These word banks best align with the
instructional verb demonstrate, because students need to illustrate just how
continuous patriarchy has been across society over time.

2.6.2		Graphic organisers are effective teaching strategies to incorporate into teaching
and learning sequences. Graphic organisers help make content relevant and
meaningful for students. I often employ Y-chart’s into my learning and teaching
programs because they encourage my students to reflect on a specific issue. I
believe it is important to incorporate this particular graphic organiser into lessons
because, students at the senior level are often less comfortable with abstract
thinking. However, the Society and Culture course promotes abstract thinking
and personal reflection. In relation to this teaching and learning resource, I got my
students to develop a Y-chart via Visual Paradigm Online when reading, watching
and listening to various stimuli on the patriarchal structure - the state.

STANDARD THREE: Plan for and implement effective teaching and learning
DESCRIPTOR
3.3.2

JUSTIFICATION
Students need to be given opportunities to develop their knowledge, skills,

problem-solving, and critical and creative thinking. In this teaching and learning
resource I utilised the flipped classroom approach on one occasion. This was
a relevant teaching strategy to help students further their knowledge on the
patriarchal structure- the family household. Students had to watch an episode of
Everybody Loves Raymond and record words and/or phrases that demonstrated
Walby’s (1990) patriarchal mode of production. Students used these notes the
following lesson in a learner-generated discussion. Listening to this learnergenerated discussion, it was evident that students had thought critically.
Furthermore, in this teaching and learning resource, I also set my students
“Lockdown Challenges”. One of these challenges required students to de-sexualise
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a song or advertisement that was analysed in class. This involved students
problem-solving and thinking creatively.
3.4.2

In the midst of an extended period of remote learning, I knew it was necessary to
select, create and use a wide range of ICT resources to engage students in their
learning.
Despite learning in an online setting, it is necessary for students to highlight and
annotate their notes. To achieve this online, students utilised numerous functions
available on Microsoft Word - i.e. the Comment function. In addition, students
used Szoter to annotate images online and then re-embed them into their notes.
Furthermore, Microsoft Word also has the Dictate and Read Aloud functions
to support and help engage inclusive learning students in an online learning
environment.
I selected various ICT resources for students to use throughout this teaching and
learning resource. For instance, students used online graphic organisers such as
Venn diagrams, Y-charts, POE’s, etc. to collate information. Students also created
infographics, lnstagram posts and collages using templates available on several
online platforms - i.e. Storybird, Canva, Visual Paradigm Online, etc. These online
platforms engaged students in their learning. Furthermore, students accessed
websites such as American Girl. This website, allowed students to create their
very own American Girl, prior to completing a content analysis activity. This was
a particularly well-received activity by all students in my class. Many students
went on to get their parents and siblings to create their own American Girl doll to
confirm their content analysis findings.

STANDARD FOUR: Create and maintain supportive and safe learning environments
DESCRIPTOR

20

JUSTIFICATION

4.1.2

A learning environment needs to be inclusive and foster positive interactions
between students and teachers. This can be challenging in an online setting.
I found that using IdeaBoardz was an effective way to engage and support all
students, when attempting a written response at the conclusion of this teaching
and learning resource. I set up the Idea Board for the written response and sent
out the URL for students to access this. From this, students were then able to
anonymously contribute to the Idea Board. Anonymous contributions encouraged
students to participate without fear. The Idea Board supported students of all
learning abilities. My inclusive learning students consulted this to help them
organise ideas and develop an appropriate written structure. Meanwhile, my
gifted students were able to bounce higherorder ideas with one-and-other, whilst
sharing scholarly URLs with further information. This resulted in each and every
one of my students submitting a written response.

4.2.2

Word Clouds have become an orderly and workable routine in my classroom
in recent years. Prior to this, I often employed the Round- Robin brainstorming
exercise. With increasing access to ICT technologies, butchers paper in
brainstorming exercises has become somewhat redundant. Without an assigned
classroom, I never had anywhere to hang up these brainstorms and students were
always hesitant to hold onto their large-sized brainstorms. Word Clouds solved
these problems for me. Word Clouds enable all students in the classroom to have
access to the brainstorm and it can be added to throughout the teaching and
learning sequence.
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STANDARD FIVE: Assess, provide feedback and report on student learning
DESCRIPTOR
5.1.2

JUSTIFICATION
It is important to develop, select and use a wide-variety of assessment strategies
to assess student learning throughout a teaching and learning sequence. At
the very beginning of this teaching and learning resource I informally assessed
my students prior knowledge of the term patriarchy using MindMup. I had
introduced this concept to my class in the Preliminary course when examining
the additional course concept gender. However, I could not immediately assume
what my students did or did not know. This exercise quickly informed me that
the majority of my students had a solid understanding of the concept. With this,
I encouraged by students to pose questions that evolved into a relevant and
meaningful discussion. Following on from this MindMup brainstorm, we revisited
the syllabus definition for continuity. Using this, we collaboratively determined
what aspect(s) of Walby’s (1990) patriarchy definition demonstrate continuity.
This was useful to assess students understanding and application of the related
core study concept.
It is also important to assess a student’s understanding of instructional verbs.
Understanding instructional verbs is vital in students being able to successfully
respond to a question. Every few weeks I assess my students understanding
of the instructional verbs. A quick and effective way to assess students
understanding of instructional verbs is using Kahoot.

5.2.2

Timely, effective and appropriate feedback is paramount in students achieving
their learning goals. One strategy I have implemented in my classroom, is
providing students with an A4 exercise book for the sole purpose of writing
Society and Culture written responses. This means that all written responses and
feedback can be found in the one place; this avoids students always frantically
going through reams of notes and resources. I employ peer feedback exercises
in my classroom too; in some instances, as a class we develop a success criteria
to consult when marking. In addition, I regularly take up each students written
response exercise book to give students feedback that is returned to them the
following lesson. Because feedback is given in a timely manner, I find students
are more inclined to act on this feedback. Whether peer marking or teaching
marking, the two-stars and a wish feedback strategy is used. Students need to be
recognised for their strengths (two stars) and work towards new goals (a wish).
Students often re-submit their exercise book with partial re-writes or whole rewrites to a written response. This sees students achieve their learning: goals

5.4.2

Assessment data can be gathered from informal and formal assessment
strategies. I informally assessed students on several occasions throughout this
particular teaching and learning resource. However, I found that including
two short-answer written responses particularly invaluable. This strategy was
particularly invaluable because I could effectively analyse and evaluate my
students understanding of continuity through specific patriarchal structures.
From here, I was able to identify interventions and modify my teaching practice.
For example, employing the Dictate function via Microsoft Word allowed my
inclusive learning students to write and submit a short-answer written response
in an online setting. I modified my teaching practice by employing online
collaborative spaces for students to share their ideas when tackling a written
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response - i.e. ldeaboardz. I also recognised the importance of allowing time for
students to work on planning and writing written responses in class because, I
could provide immediate support and advice throughout the process.

STANDARD SEVEN: Engage professionally with colleagues, parents/carers and
the community
DESCRIPTOR
7.3.2

22

JUSTIFICATION
Establishing and maintaining respectful and collaborative relationships with
parents/carers is necessary for a child’s learning and wellbeing. I found myself in
communication more frequently with parents during the remote learning period.
Parents often expressed a concern for their child’s learning and wellbeing in these
communications. I found it helpful to refer back to concrete work completed
by students to show and discuss with parents. Particularly useful, was the idea
of providing each student with an exercise book to write out their Society and
Culture written responses. Parents could see their child’s attempts at completing
work and were also able to read through peer and teacher feedback. Parents
were often surprised by their child’s eagerness to employ this feedback with resubmission of partial or entire written responses.
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